Saltworks Security helps businesses evaluate the maturity and completeness of their AppSec programs, identify gaps/concerns, and define roadmaps for each company to reach a level of maturity that matches their business risk acceptance.

**Why use OWASP’s OpenSAMM?**

- Matches a company’s current/future Information & AppSec programs to an objective industry benchmark
- Creates a plan for their AppSec program growth and maturity objectives
- Focuses on proactively seeking to achieve a more secure and mature handling of data
- Meets growing demands for Info and AppSec regulations and contractual obligations
- Provides an objective analyses from an independent third party so companies can get accurate views of their current security initiatives

**Saltworks Security’s OpenSAMM Approach**

- **REVIEW**: Saltworks will define the gaps and coverage between existing Information Security policies, procedures, and practices, and OpenSAMM.
- **INTERVIEW**: Saltworks will interview key stakeholders to gain firsthand knowledge about the organization’s current and desired state
- **MODEL**: The responses will be catalogued and evaluated. Then, a report will be generated, providing the current state and recommendations for a roadmap to higher maturity.
- **REPORT**: An executive briefing and OpenSAMM scorecard will be provided. The executive briefing will include a summary of the OpenSAMM results and suggested next steps.
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